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About Us
We, Priyanka Texparts, are a reputed ﬁrm involved in the textiles industry as a leading
manufacturer, exporter and supplier of textile machinery spare parts and components like Textile
Machinery Spindle Parts, Textile Machinery Spares, TFO Machinery Parts, Textile Machinery
Cotton TFO Parts and many other products. Owing to our years of experience and our deep
understanding about the technicalities in the ﬁeld, we are able to cater to the diverse demands of all
our customers in accordance with their various speciﬁcations. We believe that quality components
and spare parts can increase the life of the machinery as well as contribute to the eﬃcient
functioning and production. We ensure that all the products that we provide to our customers are
made using high quality raw materials and advanced methods of production. Further, the quality
control of our products is rigorous, each product is thoroughly checked for damages or
shortcomings in production. Further, we are always engaged in research in order to make
improvements in our existing products as well as come out with new and innovative products.

What Sets Us Apart?
We are working with zeal in the textile industry with the noble aim of achieving complete customer
satisfaction for all our customers, hence we strive to provide only high quality products to all our
customers at nominal prices. Owing to our pool of highly talented and skilled professionals, we are
able to continually meet the demand for our vast range of products. Further, our strict quality
control processes has made us a favorite in the industry, we use only high quality raw materials and
advanced methods of production backed by highly skilled professionals to make all our products.

Quality Assurance
We pay the utmost importance to the quality of the products that we provide to all our customers.
We understand that people expect the best quality in whatever they buy from the market, that is why
we are working with zeal to ensure that only high quality products are given to the customers. All our
products are made using high quality raw materials that we source from only trusted vendors in the
market. All the vendors have to adhere to a strict quality guideline while doing business with us. We
have a number of quality control checks and rigorous tests that begins right at the production stage
for all our products. Further, we have appointed highly skilled quality checkers who carefully test
the products on the basis of overall looks, ﬁnishing, durability, etc. Moreover, our quality checkers
undertake the responsibility of carefully examining all the products before allowing them for
dispatch.

Our Products

Lappet Spring For Alma

Balloon Guide Bar
Holder Assly

Pre Take Up Assly VTS

Change Gear Stud Assembly

Spindel Bolster VTS O7

Volkmann Spindle & Pot

Pot Upper Part (Supply Package)

Break Shoe Assly For Vts Tfo

Vts Volkmaan Spindle
Bolster 07

CT Housing Assly

Ballon ADJ Rod Bracket

Driving Shafts

Feed Roller/ PTR/ Pre
Takeup/ O F Roller

Tensor Socket Assly

Spindle Bolster For Leewha Tfo

Automotive Gearboxes

Machine Spindle

Spindle Bolster
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